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your world of mosaics
for pools, fountains & decor

NAICHU MOSAICS is manufactured
from high quality glass and ceramic materials using
the latest production technology available to create

The beauty and durability of NAICHU MOSAICS is
unmatched in the tile industry. With your imagination, endless mosaic designs
and patterns are possible with the extensive tile color palette of NAICHU range.
It 's the natural qualities of NAICHU MOSAICS that guarantees the everlasting
endurance.NAICHU MOSAICS is a popular choice for interior, exterior designs,
landscaping, pools, fountains & decor.

the wonderful world of Mosaics of your choice. Our
factories in Japan, China, India & Australia support
the projects of NAICHU MOSAICS world wide.

Our products include
Glass Mosaics 				

Anti bacterial Mosaics

Ceramic Mosaics 				

Euro Spanish Mosaics

Metal Mosaics 				

Crystal Glass Mosaics

Anti slip tiles 					

Designer Beadcrete pool coverings

Pool deck tile 					

Edge & Support Tiles

Coping Stone 					

24 Ct Gold Leaf Mosaics

NAICHU

Glass Mosaics

NAICHU

Glass Mosaics

Gold & Pearl Finish Series

NAICHU

Euro Mosaics

NAICHU

Crystal Glass Mosaics

NAICHU

Ceramic Mosaics

NAICHU

Ceramic Mosaics

NAICHU

Sanwa Ceramics

(made in Japan)

NAICHU

Sanwa Ceramics

(made in Japan)

NAICHU

Glass Mosaic + H70 Combinations & Murals

NAICHU

Ceramic Mosaic Combinations

NAICHU

Gradations

NAICHU

Metallico Series

COLOUR
REFERENCE
CHART

NAICHU

Designer Pool Coatings is applied by hand under varying
weather & site conditions.Pool colours will change
depending on site conditions,surrounding colours,cloud
cover & depth of water.Due to these factors and
limitations in the printing process,the colours on this chart
should be used as a guide only.

Edge Tiles

A simply unique architectural pool finish
that creates magnificent light refraction in the water –

Danube
BC6000

BC6000 Coating

How much nicer to have something special ….
that is tailored for you.

Diamond
BC6000

spectacular by day – sensational at night with the pool lights on.

Choose from an array of rich reflective colours that so magically
surroundings.
Unlike ordinary standard exposed aggregate concrete pool

Emerald
BC6000

complement your concrete pool design, your home and lifestyle

finishes, Designer Beadcrete‚ patented technology has
spheres combined with selected coloured quartz that mirror light
under the surface of the pool’s water and create a vibrant
sparkling finish of astounding aesthetic appeal. Product quality

Honey
BC6000

Support Tiles1

extraordinary ingredients – small “retro-reflective” clear bead

and consistency is assured through pre-blended packaging and
factory manufacture. Because Designer Beadcrete is the very
cement/aggregate technology, this results in improved durability,
colorfast performance and a slip-resistant, smooth textured

Jade
BC6000

latest functional development in polymer modified

Designer Beadcrete‚ is the ultimate decorative
finish when you build, renovate or remodel your
concrete pool.

reinforced concrete pool finishes don’t – a combination of
versatility, originality and natural durability to complement any
design theme.

Miami
BC6000

Designer Beadcrete‚ has something special to offer that other

Whether you wish to change your current pool shell coating or
want your new concrete pool to reflect a unique colour finish of
lasting beauty then Designer Beadcrete‚ is your design solution

Sapphire
BC6000

plan an entire renovation upgrade inclusive of water features or

with ease of maintenance. There are no special treatments
required to preserve aesthetic appearance except to use a normal
automatic suction cleaner and simply keep the pool water
sanitised and chemically balanced …..it is that easy!
www,designerconcrete.com.au OR naichumosaics@yahoo.co.uk

Smokey-Q
BC6000

Support Tiles 2

Kimberley
BC6000

concrete pool finish that is truly user-friendly.

NAICHU

Fixing Glass Mosaics

* Disclaimer
Negligible shade and design variations from sample on production are inherent in all klin-fired products and should
not be construed as a defect.

NAICHU Mosaic is multipurpose

